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Rainers Roofing installed the galvanized metal roof and custom roof cupolas. Grey wood siding adds a sense
of age to the structure. TOP LEFT: Large windows across the rear of the home were a custom upgrade
and have a view of the 68 apple trees that drew the couple to the property. BOTTOM LEFT: A replica of a
bank-barn door, complete with grass ramp lined on each side with field stone, was built by Evelyn’s father.
ABOVE: The front door’s timberframe portico hints at what the interior of this barn will present.

BASE
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Evelyn and Chris Bruno have all their
best ideas while driving. Often spending
months on the road in their RV, they had
lots of time to mull over their new home.
Continued on page 155
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The couple always embraced the practice
of having a house that suited their current
needs. As recent retirees spending much
of their time travelling, and having sold
their Craigleith chalet, they knew they
still needed a home base. They also needed
space when their two grown daughters,
Stef and Natalie, came to visit.
They decided to look for a rural
property after returning from one of
their trips. After considering a condo or
townhouse, or even living full-time in the
RV, the consensus was, “We have too much
stuff!” Between the RV, motocycles, skis
and paddleboards, a larger property was
needed. And, Chris adds, “When you’re
travelling, you’re in public space a lot.
Coming here, it’s a nice break from that.”
They spotted this property, just under
four acres of overgrown apple orchard,
while on a bike ride down the Georgian
Trail in Meaford. They walked around and
found it had a “beautiful, natural, peaceful
feeling.” After a second visit, they knew
it was the one.
The land called for something
unconventional. Evelyn and Chris began
picturing “a little barn sitting in this
apple orchard.” They have always loved
barns for their simple, symmetrical and
practical footprints. It was while flipping
through a copy of OUR HOMES that
Evelyn spotted Legendary Group. The
photo showed an exposed timberframe
and she instantly knew “that was what the
barn needs to have.” She called Legendary
Group the next day. Continued on page 157

TOP RIGHT: The separate garage and storage
shed holds supplies for future projects. The
exterior colour, lighting and galvanized steel
roofing match the home. MIDDLE RIGHT:
Evelyn and Chris Bruno enjoy a local cider. The
charcuterie board was a gift from Matthew Baker
of Left of 7 and M&B Contracting. BOTTOM
RIGHT: Firewood from the property feeds the
stove in the great room, sourced at the Fyre
Place and Patio Shop. OPPOSITE: Overlooking
the apple orchard, a covered patio is laid
with grey flagstone installed by Chris. Large
evergreens were moved by Clarke’s Tree Spade
Service to create privacy between the home
and driveway. The dining set is from Thornbury
Home Hardware.
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BELOW: The wood-burning
fireplace is angled, its black
silhouette highlighted by the MDF
vertical shiplap from Barrie Trim
& Mouldings installed by M&B
Contracting and painted Oxford
White by Benjamin Moore. The slab
coffee table was made by Gregory
Alan Designs. RIGHT: Lucy, a shih
tzu/maltese mix, loves travelling
with Chris and Evelyn and coming
home. FAR RIGHT: The mudroom
is lined with horizontal shiplap. A
wood and metal bench sits under
hooks for coats and hats.

Legendary specializes in prefabricated
homes. The Brunos chose a model that features
a big, rectangular open-concept great room
with that timberframe. The entire project
took less than a year, breaking ground last
July. They credit this speed in large part to
the controlled process for which Legendary
is known. The majority of the big decisions
and costs were fixed, leading to fewer risks
and unknowns. After the two-day install, the
interior was a blank canvas with no structural
walls. The simple design allowed for unique,
custom pieces and upgrades for finishings
inside the home.
While Legendary was building the shell at
their Collingwood facility, Chris and Evelyn
were on the road to California, where Chris
was competing in motocross races. When they
returned home, they weren’t afraid to get their
hands dirty. Evelyn took on the challenge of
installing the flooring as well as insulating
and painting. Chris used his expertise on
the site prep in collaboration with Kevin
Brulotte & Sons. Chris says, “What helped
a lot was trusting and respecting each other’s
decisions and allowing your partner to make
the right call.” Continued on page 158

The timberframe
design fills the
expansive interior.
Vinyl flooring in
Everest Broad
Peak was sourced
at Knights’ Home
Building Centre
and installed
by Evelyn.
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Evelyn and Chris kept it local with praise
for all the trades they used. Matthew Baker
of M&B Contracting was brought in to
do the interior framing and finishing. Chris
praises his talent and vision. The couple also
shows off the epoxy and wood charcuterie
board Matthew made as part of his company
Left of 7. The radiant floor heating in the
slab on-grade foundation is by Nottawasaga
Mechanical. The kitchen cabinetry is from
Knights’ Home Hardware Building
Centre with help from Tracy Whiteside.
Chris also made extensive use of the machine
rental department at Knights’. Tile is from
Georgian Design Centre. Bill Brown
Woodworking turned raw cedar slabs the
couple brought back from British Columbia
into the open shelving in the kitchen and an
entryway bench. Continued on page 160

TOP LEFT: The plate was carved by Alan Tamman,
from a stump of apple wood that Chris and Evelyn
cut on the property. TOP RIGHT: The kitchen
cabinetry and hardware are from Knights’ Home
Hardware Building Centre. The Intense White
Caesarstone quartz was also sourced at Knights’.
LEFT: Open shelves were made from cedar slabs the
couple brought back from British Columbia. The tile
for the backsplash was sourced at Georgian Design
Centre and installed by James Woodcock of TDI
Homes. BELOW: The pine dining table has a view
to the orchard. The armoire offers extra storage and
warmth with its natural patina. Feet are kept cosy in
cooler weather with radiant floor heat installed by
Nottawasaga Mechanical.

A barn light hangs over the
Blanco farmhouse sink with a
view to the front of the property.
The large island has an X on
both ends, which enforces
the appearance of the home
from the outside. Plumbing
was completed by Baymount
Plumbing Ltd.
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Evelyn’s favourite part of the build was
customizing that simple “shell” design into
her vision for a barn. To help achieve this,
her father built a barn door, complete with
galvanized steel rail, for the front of the home.
Grey wood siding creates a sense of age,
implying that the barn has been around for a
while though it’s brand new. A grass-covered
ramp leading up to the door and two custom
cupolas complete the exterior. The all-glass
on the back side of the house is one major
custom upgrade. It allows the relationship
between the house and the orchard to become
symbiotic, as the expansive windows bring
nature indoors.
There are still 68 apple trees in the
orchard, a combination of McIntosh and
Spy varieties. They were once harvested as
so-called juicers and peelers, as opposed
to apples for simply eating. Now, they are
harvested come fall for personal use. During
construction, trades often went home
with a big bag of these apples. Last year,
residents in the neighbouring Gates of Kent
community were invited for an apple-picking
day. Some neighbours even brought their
grandkids, a tradition that Evelyn and Chris
hope to continue. Continued on page 162

ABOVE: The hallway leads from
the great room to the bedrooms.
A panelled armoire is a focal
point. Clear glass pendant lights
keep sight lines uncluttered.
Electricity was installed by Martin
Rigney Electric Ltd. RIGHT:
An accent wall in the guest
bedroom is painted Whale Gray
by Benjamin Moore. A wrought
iron headboard, desk lamp and
curtain rod repeat the black trim
on the exterior of the home. FAR
RIGHT: Evelyn calls the guest
bath, “the farmhouse bathroom”
because it doubles as the
laundry room.
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KETTLEWELLS
VINTIQUES & ARCHITECTURALS, FLORAL BOUTIQUE

Is it time to simplify your Financial Life?
Over time, our financial lives become more complex with investments,
taxes, loans, mortgages, insurance, cash flow needs, estate issues
and more. Trueland Wealth Advisors will co-ordinate & simplify your
financial life by drawing on 35+ years of experience and the significant
resources of BMO Nesbitt Burns.
Call or email us to learn how we can help you.
Sean Trueland, BSc.
BMO Nesbitt Burns
401-115 Hurontario St.
Collingwood ON L9Y 2L9
Tel: 705-446-2424
TruelandWealthAdvisors.com

Senior Vice President & Managing Director PCD
Portfolio Manager, Wealth Advisor
Sean.Trueland@nbpcd.com

Pamela Turnbull, CFP®, BSc.
Vice President, Portfolio Manager, Wealth Advisor
Pamela.Turnbull@nbpcd.com

BMO Nesbitt Burns

Open Wednesday to Sunday – 10am-5pm
4537 County Rd. 124 Collingwood
@vintagekettlewells
705.445.7066 www.elainekettlewell.com

BMO Private Wealth is a brand name for a business group consisting of Bank of Montreal and certain of its affiliates in providing Private
wealth management products and services. Not all products and services are offered by all legal entities within BMO Private Wealth.
Banking services are offered through Bank of Montreal. Investment management, wealth planning, tax planning, philanthropy planning
services are offered through BMO Nesbitt Burns Inc. and BMO Private Investment Counsel Inc. Estate, trust, and custodial services are
offered through BMO Trust Company. Insurance services and products are offered through BMO Estate Insurance Advisory Services Inc., a
wholly-owned subsidiary of BMO Nesbitt Burns Inc. BMO Private Wealth legal entities do not offer tax advice. BMO Nesbitt Burns Inc. is
a member of the Canadian Investor Protection Fund and the Investment Industry Regulatory Organization of Canada. BMO Trust Company
and BMO Bank of Montreal are Members of CDIC. ® Registered trademark of Bank of Montreal, used under license.

“I have been working with Mountain Construction Cleaning
for +5 years for both construction & residential services,
Christine Mountain’s cleaning services are excellent. Responsible
& reliable. Not one absence in 5 years. She is a true professional.”
- Christine Harrington, Absolute Craftsmen Ltd.
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Art Furniture Gifts Home Decor Pillows Rugs

Online shopping now available.
54 Hurontario Street, Collingwood
705-445-0454 www.havencollingwood.com

Post
Construction
& Premium
Residential
Cleaning

Christine Mountain

mountainconstructioncleaning@gmail.com
T h e B l u e Mou n ta i n s | Th o rnbur y | Co l l ing wo o d
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THE MASTER OF TASKS.
BELOW: In the main bathroom, the shower, plumbing fixtures and
tile were sourced at Georgian Design Centre. Weathered barn
board frames the mirror. TOP RIGHT: The primary bedroom can be
annexed with sliding doors from an exercise area located at one end
of the room. Throughout the home, visual interest is created by the
direction, style and colour on the walls, ceiling and floors. BOTTOM
RIGHT: Matching side tables with table lamps and flowers flank the
primary bed.

Take on task after task with the ALL-NEW Kubota LX Series. From landscaping
to commercial snow removal and everything in between—the LX is effective,
easy-to-use, and comfortable. Whether you’re mowing fields or material
handling, the LX is the perfect tool for your business or residential projects.
In the end, the Brunos built their home with equal
parts efficiency and heart. They are emphatic that they
would do it again in an instant but are also happy to be
done so they can reap the rewards and carry on doing
everything else they enjoy. This includes doing the
activities they love, from hiking and paddleboarding
to skiing and snowshoeing. The couple certainly have
no hesitation about picking up and hitting the road,
but now they know they have a home base when
they return. OH
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www.earthpowertractors.com
Meaford - (519) 538-1660
Owen Sound - (519) 376-5880
Stayner - (705) 428-3132
EPT010

kubota.ca |
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IS BACK
Linen, a sustainable fabric made of flax,
is ruling the runway and home fashion
this year in a big way. Linen sheets top
the list, but this ancient, natural fabric
is popping up in home goods for every
room of your home. Say yes to linen.
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SEE MORE @
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Continued on page 166

PORT CARLING: 705-765-5000
TORONTO: 416-483-4105
COLLINGWOOD:
705-888-7394
WWW.MAZENGA.COM
www.mazenga.com

@MAZENGABUILT
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Out of clutter, find simplicity.
- Albert Einstein
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‘The Luna Method’
Home Organization
Cleaning | Staging
Residential Services
Natasha Luna

249.492.0001
revampurspace.com

Brighten
their day!
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Triberg Construction, Inc.

full service flower shop
unique gifts
balloons
wedding flowers & decor
56 Main St. W., Markdale • 519.986.2721 • markdaleflorist.ca

13
1. POM POM AT HOME: Jackson Bedding in Flax/Midnight 2. MAXWELL FABRICS: La Foliage
Linen Fabric in Sweet Water, Washi and Durum 3. CURREY & COMPANY: Ledoux Lantern
4. POKOLOKO: Element Towel in Cinder 5. REVELATION: Phaedra Dog Bed 6. SURYA:
Rowland Table Lamp with White Linen Shade 7. POM POM AT HOME: Laurel 14 x 40 Pillow
with Insert 8. UTTERMOST: Sophie 4 Door Cabinet with Linen Backing 9. UTTERMOST: Noemi
Accent Chair in Flax Linen 10. EASTERN ACCENTS: Naomi Pleated Accent Pillow in Purple
11. KLIPPAN: Edge Cushion Cover in Lead Grey 12. EASTERN ACCENTS: Leonara White Curtain
Panel 13. JAIPUR LIVING: Madura Throw 14. SURYA: Solid Linen Pouf 15. MERCANA: Trixie I
Dining Chair with Linen Seat 16. KLIPPAN: LINN Kitchen Towels 17. BERNHARDT: Auberge
Poster Bed with Metal Canopy and Upholstered Linen Headboard and Footboard. OH

Custom Homes and Additions
Let us help plan and build your home.

35 years experience building from the ground up.

PR Antique Flooring

519.538.4070 • barb@prantiqueproducts.com
16
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Contact us today for a free in-home estimate:

1.866.629.5396
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